Dave Krashna declares candidacy

by Bill Carter

Dave Krashna, emphasizing openness and communication on all levels of the University, formally announced his candidacy for Student Body President last night. In the campaign scheduled to begin tomorrow, Krashna plans on stressing the "primacy of the individual over the institution," Mark Winings, president of St. Edward's Hall, will be Krashna's running mate and candidate for Student Body Vice President.

Dave Krashna is 21, a junior English major from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. This year he has served as Human Affairs Commission and Co-Chairman of the White Racism Conference. In addition, Dave has held positions on the Alumni Relations Board and the Recruitment Program.

Commencement plan allows student speaker

by Mike Ruffer

Senior class president, Jack Crawford, disclosed plans this week for the restructurings of the 1970 commencement exercises. For the first time in the 125 year history of the school there will be a student speaker at the commencement exercises. It has been customary to have a well known public figure address the graduating seniors followed by Father Hesburgh's address.

According to Crawford, Father Hesburgh personally selects the guest speaker for the commencement. Crawford expressed hopes that this year the students will have some voice in the selection.

Last year's senior class president, Dave Witt, first proposed the idea of having a student speaker at graduation to Father Hesburgh, but the idea was never followed through and the matter was dropped. This year's senior class officers once again approached Father Hesburgh on the idea, and were met with overwhelming approval. Crawford said. In fact Father suggested that they could reconstruct the entire commencement if they cared to, Crawford stated.

To date, the only definite change has been the student speaker. The purpose of this, according to Crawford, is to have the students feel that they matter and feel like they matter. Crawford added that the students themselves feel about the matters they will be facing later on.

He stated that last semester a consensus survey was taken where seniors will express their views and opinions on matters which they feel are important and relevant to them. Senior class officers will then take and evaluate these replies, which will serve as the basis for the student address. Jack Crawford, senior class president, will deliver the address. Prior to this, a student speaker was present only at the class day program.

Committed students plan survey service

A group of students from the Notre Dame chapter of the Alpha Kappa Delta, a social and cultural honor fraternity, have begun The Student Survey Service. The group plans to determine student, faculty and administrative opinions and attitudes on relevant, contemporary issues through the medium of social scientific research. The results of the various surveys will be published in The Observer.

The service is to be coordinated by the Executive Committee and a corps of hall representatives in order that each survey (continued on page 3)

Action Program.

In declaring their candidacy, Krashna and Winings both indicated that the center of their campaign would be the importance of the individual. Much of the formal planning of their platform is based on a restructuring of student government to bring the primary power base for change into the individual residence halls, where they feel the total student environment can more truly work toward constructive change in student-related problems.

"We are running on a platform stressing the importance of the individual," Krashna said. He stressed the "importance of looking at people as persons, not as black persons or white persons simply as persons. We are seeking to provide a true voice for student opinion, hopefully expressed by free individual inquiry.

Krashna felt the present student administration had not accomplished much in the past as far as concerning the individual student. He believed that this year's student government election was not the true spirit of the Student Body because last year's election was based on people and Phil McKenna is very much a person. But I believe they did fail in obtaining student opinion on the last administration's policies because they seemed to lose contact with what the students wanted. We want to change that by getting back to the halls. What is reflected in hall government should act as a co-ordinative body, bringing together the views of the halls and organizations on campus.

Mark Winings is 20, a junior from Elwood Indiana, majoring in Government. He seconded Krashna's goal of bringing the stress in student government down to the level of the individual. Again, the need for contact between people as the primary direction of their candidacy.

"Student Government should not attempt to change all the structures but it has a real role, as I see it, to help in the development of the individual. We can provide ideas and leadership but even leadership does not exist unless you know people, unless you are people yourselves and I think this kind of feeling is what is lacking right now on campus. I don't put any blame on the administration but I did express my support for the last administration's policies as I do for the present one.

"Concerning the chief functions of these coordinators, Hunter stated: "They will serve as a liaison between the candidate and the hall-captains, primarily keeping the candidate informed of those issues which affect the students and their concerns." Hunter also observed that the Travelers, who haven't will concentrate heavily on conducting a series of five position papers designed to acquaint the students with those goals which they have accomplished. The position papers will deal with the issues such as the continuation of academic reform, the further development of hall and class government, the lessening of racial tension on campus, and the improvement of off-campus living.

(continued on page 2)

Used weapon of love

Dooley: reach out

by Dave Fornain

Tom Dooley's challenge to America is to reach out beyond itself, to actively participate in every war and conflict in the world. This is what he did, according to Dooley in his speech delivered at the University of Notre Dame on Tuesday night.

Tom Dooley received the Distinguished Flying Cross, among other decorations, for heroic actions in Korea.

He outlined his brother's fifteen year fight against death and disease in Southeast Asia and dealt with the challenge the doctor left for others to meet. "I want to tell you about a man who accomplished much in 34 years and a day more than most people accomplish in 70 years," said Malcolm.

"I want to tell you about a man who used the weapon of love to conquer people's hearts. Tom Dooley proved that the most powerful thing a man can do is to be gentle and to be interested in others," Mr. Dooley concluded.

Malcolm said that the future of America is dependent upon how well it knows the other person. The U.S. is one of the newest countries in the world and yet it is the world's leading power. Still there is much this country doesn't know about the rest of the world. Too many of us are strangers to each other," Mr. Dooley said.

Malcolm said that the future of America is dependent upon how well it knows the other person. The U.S. is one of the newest countries in the world and yet it is the world's leading power. Still there is much this country doesn't know about the rest of the world. Too many of us are strangers to each other," Mr. Dooley said.

Malcolm said that the future of America is dependent upon how well it knows the other person. The U.S. is one of the newest countries in the world and yet it is the world's leading power. Still there is much this country doesn't know about the rest of the world. Too many of us are strangers to each other," Mr. Dooley said.

Malcolm said that the future of America is dependent upon how well it knows the other person. The U.S. is one of the newest countries in the world and yet it is the world's leading power. Still there is much this country doesn't know about the rest of the world. Too many of us are strangers to each other," Mr. Dooley said.

Malcolm said that the future of America is dependent upon how well it knows the other person. The U.S. is one of the newest countries in the world and yet it is the world's leading power. Still there is much this country doesn't know about the rest of the world. Too many of us are strangers to each other," Mr. Dooley said.
Candidates given petitions

by Greg Pudhorodsky

I do hereby nominate ( ), for the office of Student Body President and ( ) for the office of Student Body Vice-President.

By 5:00 o'clock tomorrow several Notre Dame students will put their signatures to the above statement and initiate the campaign for the 1970-71 Student Body President.

Nominations began at 7:00 o'clock last night with the distribution of petitions in the Student Government office. In order to gain consideration for the office a candidate must collect one hundred student names on the petition.

The scene last night was a casual one with current Student Body President, Phil McKenna, distributing the petition forms along with elections rules to the prospective candidates. On hand at the appointed hour were the two previously announced candidates, Tom Conway and Dave Krashna.

Both stated those things which they believed important which lie in the upcoming campaign.

Conway said that, win or lose, he hoped that the next week of campaigning would at least begin, "to bring student government back from those who currently would have nullified it." He went on to explain that this feeling represented an one faction he felt was rather that it represented just students that are so deep for student government as a result of its effect on them.

Dave Krashna said that his decision to run came a week ago when he finished consideration of what value his candidacy "as a person would mean to the individual" in the Notre Dame community. He followed the line of reasoning in his concept of the campaignd, as he wished that it would "evaluate the atmosphere here to test how conducive it was to the students' existence as an individual." He said that he felt that the current environment was a, "rigid, insular, and hostile one."

Peter Peterson also came for a petition and when asked for a comment said that at the current time "had no program, no platform, and was not a candidate." He continued that no further decision would be made on the matter until he had decided "who was right."

Rory Banitt along with John Conway picked up a petition and will vie for the two top spots. Since they came later in the evening it was not possible to get a comment on their candidacies.

McKenna said that the petitions will be available at the student government office throughout today and tomorrow.

Plan Thrasher drive

(continued from page 1)

Thrasher argued that, win or lose, he hoped that the next week of campaigning would at least begin, "to bring student government back from those who currently would have nullified it." He went on to explain that this feeling represented an one faction he felt was rather that it represented just students that are so deep for student government as a result of its effect on them.

Dave Krashna said that his decision to run came a week ago when he finished consideration of what value his candidacy "as a person would mean to the individual" in the Notre Dame community. He followed the line of reasoning in his concept of the campaign, as he wished that it would "evaluate the atmosphere here to test how conducive it was to the students' existence as an individual." He said that he felt that the current environment was a, "rigid, insular, and hostile one."

Peter Peterson also came for a petition and when asked for a comment said that at the current time "had no program, no platform, and was not a candidate." He continued that no further decision would be made on the matter until he had decided "who was right."

Rory Banitt along with John Conway picked up a petition and will vie for the two top spots. Since they came later in the evening it was not possible to get a comment on their candidacies.

McKenna said that the petitions will be available at the student government office throughout today and tomorrow.

Thrasher commented that the Thrasher campaign has no reliance on any group or power structure, and would not seek either the official or unofficial support of the Student Body President, who currently is Phil McKenna.

In concluding, Hunter emphasized there is a Student-oriented, grass-roots campaign designed to see as many students as possible.

(continued from page 1)

Plans are also in the making for a change in the weekend activities that lead up to graduation. "In the past this has been like another Junior Parents Weekend, this year we are going to try to change that. We want it to be more than just another open house," Crawford said.

An idea was raised to change the attire worn at graduation. Two students, Don Graham and senior class vice-president John Gallagher, came up with the idea of dispensing with the caps and gowns, with the $10 rental fee going to a scholarship fund. A second idea was to incorporate the use of paper caps and gowns which could be purchased for about $3. The remaining $7 could go towards a scholarship fund. While neither of these plans are definite, the donation of the money would be on a voluntary basis.

Last year's exercise was threatened by an organized demonstration. It was planned that the students would wear white armbands and plant white crosses symbolic of their classmates' possible deaths in Vietnam. Only a few students wore arm bands Crawford said that he expected a similar demonstration this year.

"There won't be a total demonstration forced on every student. If there is any such display, it will be done on an individual student basis like last year," he commented.

While some of the plans mentioned above have not been completely decided upon, any suggestions will be welcomed.

"If any senior would care to offer any ideas or make suggestions that they feel could improve this year's commencement ceremony in any way, they should feel free to do so," Crawford stated. "All they have to do is to go in touch either with me or any of the class officers. We would greatly appreciate any suggestions that could be offered."
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Bright NSA future seen

by Tim Teanor

Since their victories with the Central Intelligence Agency were exposed, the National Student Association has been an impotent echo chamber for Mike Shaughnessy, and several impotent radical group leaders. They contain a chronology of the NSA past the CIA fiasco; a mottled collage of uprisings, attacks, counterattacks, and spinoff groups. But through it all, the NSA endures, and, if Mike Shaughnessy is to be believed, will endure for a long time.

"The NSA is more able to make constructive change than radical groups," Shaughnessy contends. "This is because it says that the NSA's membership had decreased since 1967, but in fact, after the CIA thing came out, three colleges left the NSA and about twenty-one joined.

The anti-NSA literature that Shaughnessy is pouring out by STOP-NSA, an organization closely aligned with the conservative Young Americans for Freedom. It charges the NSA with "radically following the lead of radical groups.

Shaughnessy doesn't see the situation between the National Student Association is going to depend totally on student governments across the country," he argues. "NSA policy is determined by the SDC, or any little group of dubious politics. It's generated by the constituent parts of its organization—the student government—rather than the national association itself."

Better communication (continued from page 1)

(continued from page 1)

can be completed as rapidly as possible. The coordinating committee reviews proposed survey topics from any person or group that feels they have an issue of current importance that previously has been merely speculated.

The organizers of the service believe that improved communication between the Notre Dame-St. Mary's community will be achieved through this service if the cooperation of the students can be maintained.

Don Driscoll, a senior sociology major who helped form the Student Survey Service, said, "It is intended that the Student Survey Service become a permanent resource for all segments of our community. The results of each particular study will be maintained in order that a degree of continuity may be preserved. It is intended that student abilities be both measured and recorded so that the degree of change over time or as a result of particular occurrences can also be obtained. It is hoped that the results may also provide valuable information to the students, faculty and administrators who in particular are obliged to consider and respond to the needs and desires of our evolving community."

Whatever students are interested in further information should contact Gary Gereff at 283-8037 or Don Driscoll at 283-1693.

Applications Are Now Being Taken for the Position of Editor of the Observer

The position is open to any student of Notre Dame or St. Mary's

Applications may be made by submitting a statement of intent to

The Board of Directors

(10) Guatario M. De Sapio, Editor-in-Chief

The Observer

Box 11

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

The statement should contain a resume of qualifications as well as a statement of the applicant's concepts of the role and direction of The Observer. Applications must be filed by March 4. The applicant will be required to meet with the Board for a personal interview. Announcement of appointment and acceptance will be made on Friday, March 13. The Observer's last publication date under the present editor will be Wednesday, March 25. Publication of The Observer will resume under the new editor on April 7.

Notre Dame's Grotto once more before he died. The letter was later reproduced on stainless steel and permanently placed at the grotto.

Dr. Dooley was soon afflicted with cancer but not before his project in Southeast Asia was well off the ground and could function efficiently in his absence.

On December 2, 1960 as Tom Dooley lay ted ridden in a Hong Kong hospital, he wrote Father how he longed to return to immediate plans for publicity include a general letter to be sent to all students as an introduction to the purposes of the candidacy and at least two position papers. Both Krishna and Winings plan on making several visits to each hall, door to door in many cases. A center of operations for the Krishna- Winings ticket has been established in the basement of Firehy Hall.

Dooley Challenges America

(continued from page 1)

Herbough about his ailments and fears will become good, and we will know order and peace once more.

Dr. Dooley was soon afflicted with cancer but not before his project in Southeast Asia was well off the ground and could function efficiently in his absence.

On December 2, 1960 as Tom Dooley lay ted ridden in a Hong Kong hospital, he wrote Father how he longed to return to
Guy DeSapio

The last word

It is not often that a journalist takes pen in hand to comment on the activities of a fellow member of the fifth estate. Politicians never seem to hesitate to comment on the actions of their fellows. Their opponent is always fair game. But journalists seem to be of another breed. They seem afraid to criticize in writing because they understand the power of the printed word and so fear to set off a genocidal tendency among their own species. Of course there are people like an Art Buchwald who are willing to suggest things on the sky about the written word. But when they again be created a caricature and didn't go after his opponent by name.

I myself would hate to start a precedent, but I feel that there is something that should be said for the sake of what I construe to be the obligation of publications in general. In these times when the media is the message it is obvious that any type of publication carries a large role in the way that people think, and so, act and react. It is the press that can lead society, or a community if you wish, to higher plateaus of accomplishment. It is the press which can make people stop and think – or indeed could make people stop everything. If it weren't for the printed word there couldn't be a mass movement to save the starving and dying in Biafra or a smaller movement to raise Toys for Tots in the nation's hospitals at Christmas time. There could be no mass Chicago 7 support demonstrations nor even an appeal to the Silent Majority.

Of course all this power places a tremendous amount of responsibility on the shoulders of the people who wield it – if that doesn't sound too much like Spiro Agnew. Where the Vice-President and I differ is in what the nature of that responsibility should be. Agnew cares about what the press wields its power for. I care only (in a professional sense) that the press wield its power for SOMETHING and not FOR NOTHING.

Now that last statement might seem like an acute exercise in semantics but I didn't intend it to be so. As far as the press is concerned I have no professional qualms with it for as long as it stands for something – be that something conservatism, liberalism, or what have you. But once professional press starts opting for nihilism I'll argue against it with all my effort.

Once the press stops pushing, society will shrivel up and will progress along with it. When the press' progressive spirit dies, the spirit of the people that it serves will die too. It is for that reason that I am disappointed in my fellow editor one flight up – he wrote an obituary on Friday when he should have outlined a direction. The worse part about it is that they never said something that is still living. Rich Moran looked at America and noted the ailments that come with old age. By the time one reaches the age of 194 he has made a lot of mistakes. Quite possibly innocence is gone – there is a lot to be ashamed of. But no individual's life is totally despicable. There is a lot to take pride in. It is the way the individual reacts to his mistakes that counts. Does he learn from them? Does he attempt to overcome his shortcomings and pull himself to higher levels?

Moran's comments noted the wrinkles in America's skin, how it had been scarred by abuse and neglect – another sign of age. It was easy to note the way the dirt of years of toil have combined with the sweat of persistent struggling to clog America's pores with a decaying substance. But one day he seemed to mirror an attitude that many Americans seem to hold about old people. When they grow old and are no longer productive they are written off, sent off to old age homes to retire, their children waiting in most instances for the day they kick the bucket.

If there is one thing that this old nag America has stood for during its long life, it is hope. The day one day until America in hearts o( people around the world. I don't believe that hope should be placed in a woman flinging her liberated bra into the bonfire, and I think I understand why girls dislike being manipulated by the ad men on Madison Avenue. Perhaps more intricate analyses of this issue are required to get a girl involved, but for the men, the advantages are obvious.

Can you imagine the thrill of having a St. Mary's girl call up and say "Hey, I sat behind you on the shuttle this morning and I just happened to notice your name on the laundry tag of you left sock, and I wondered if maybe you wanted to go out to dinner or something?" What true Notre Dame man would object to calling a girl names out loud? And if it was part of a movement, so much the better!

The possibilities are infinite. Instead of the traditional spring party raid, why not have a bra burning over here on our campus? In the Huddle, the girls could paint out the Neanderthal man mural and not a community if you wish, to higher plateaus of accomplishment. It is the press which can make people stop and think – or indeed could make people stop everything. If it weren't for the printed word there couldn't be a mass movement to save the starving and dying in Biafra or a smaller movement to raise Toys for Tots in the nation's hospitals at Christmas time. There could be no mass Chicago 7 support demonstrations nor even an appeal to the Silent Majority.

Consider the case at the University of Dayton, where women's lib is really big. The girls ask guys out for dates and pay for it, and girls refuse to let a guy open a door or help them out of (or into) their coats.

Taking their cue from the black liberation movement, the Dayton girls wear buttons with a clenched fist. The girl behind the movement at that university recently gave a speech. The hall was jammed, and after the inflammations were over some maids tried to ask questions. Als Leroi Jones, the liberated woman refused to recognize the men, and forced them to have a girl in the audience ask the questions for them.

The real clincher is that the men are encouraged to tell girls off in the same way that a normal male tells another male off. The Student Body President at Dayton goes around telling girls to get this-ed and get that-ed, (only he uses the real word). According to my sources, the girls love it.

Now before Kathy Cecil and other liberated women accuse me of purposeful gross distortions and demolish The Observer office, let me admit that I know little or nothing about Women's Liberation. Oh, I saw the picture in Time of a woman flinging her liberated bra into the bonfire, and I think I understand why girls dislike being manipulated by the ad men on Madison Avenue. Perhaps more intricate analyses of this issue are required to get a girl involved, but for the men, the advantages are obvious.

Can you imagine the thrill of having a St. Mary's girl call up and say "Hey, I sat behind you on the shuttle this morning and I just happened to notice your name on the laundry tag of you left sock, and I wondered if maybe you wanted to go out to dinner or something?" What true Notre Dame man would object to calling a girl names out loud? And if it was part of a movement, so much the better!

Dave Lammers

On bra burning

A modest silence is a women's crown. – Sophocles

Women's Liberation is having a tough time getting off the ground here, and I think its a damn shame. Part of the trouble is that we have left it up to the girls to organize the movement. In fact, a lot of men have denounced women's liberation as being opposed to femininity, motherhood, gentleness, while the women consider women's liberation as war against men, against the old fashioned subservient view of women, and the placing of women in second-class jobs by the men that control America.

The conflict is the result of the total ignorance of the men. We just don't know what's in it for us; if we did, we'd be all for it.

Consider the case at the University of Dayton, where women's lib is really big. The girls ask guys out for dates and pay for it, and girls refuse to let a guy open a door or help them out of (or into) their coats.

Takin' their cue from the black liberation movement, the Dayton girls wear buttons with a clenched fist. The girl behind the movement at that university recently gave a speech. The hall was jammed, and after the inflammations were over some maids tried to ask questions. Alas Leroi Jones, the liberated woman refused to recognize the men, and forced them to have a girl in the audience ask the questions for them.

The real clincher is that the men are encouraged to tell girls off in the same way that a normal male tells another male off. The Student Body President at Dayton goes around telling girls to get this-ed and get that-ed, (only he uses the real word). According to my sources, the girls love it.

Now before Kathy Cecil and other liberated women accuse me of purposeful gross distortions and demolish The Observer office, let me admit that I know little or nothing about Women's Liberation. Oh, I saw the picture in Time of a woman flinging her liberated bra into the bonfire, and I think I understand why girls dislike being manipulated by the ad men on Madison Avenue. Perhaps more intricate analyses of this issue are required to get a girl involved, but for the men, the advantages are obvious.

Can you imagine the thrill of having a St. Mary's girl call up and say "Hey, I sat behind you on the shuttle this morning and I just happened to notice your name on the laundry tag of you left sock, and I wondered if maybe you wanted to go out to dinner or something?" What true Notre Dame man would object to calling a girl names out loud? And if it was part of a movement, so much the better!
Jeff Kent (guitar, organ, vocals): Doug, hey, I made a chord change in "Celestial," I'm going to hold D-minor at the "sunshine" part, it's better, you know, don't worry, okay? They are appealing for public sympathy. They are also planning to present the case before the Federal District Court in Chicago. There is an Army private at Fort Hood, Texas, on December 20, 1969, who was convicted for refusing to participate in riot control training. He was given a dishonorable discharge and was denied the right to return to the war in Vietnam. Fort Hood troops were used in Chicago in 1968 after Martin Luther King's assassination and during the Democratic National Convention. According to the Defense Committee's circulated statement, "as more and more people become angered with the direction in which the U.S. is heading, GIs will be used more and more to suppress them."

Chase stated that he refused to take part in any activities that would be used to "crush movements that he supported". Three months before his courtmartial, he became one of the first enlisted men in anti-Vietnam War and enlisted men's rights movements. He also wrote for the Fatigue Press, the Fort Hood underground paper. Chase's supporters state two reasons why charges should be dropped against him. First, they claim that the Uniform Code of Military Justice—"which only requires a hearing to be held where a soldier is arrested—"is a mockery of justice." Second, the defense was denied permission to subpoena witnesses to testify about riot control. Included in this list of witnesses denied by Lt. Col. Hagen were Ronnie Davis and Bobby Seale. An investigation is also being demanded of Chase's pre-trial confinement. He was placed in solitary confinement for thirty-one days and reportedly was inflected with four beatings during this period.

Chase stated that he refused to sign the petition, write to their Senator or Congressman, and to form a local committee.

by Chris Cleconi

A nationwide petition by the Richard Chase Defense Committee, is currently being circulated at Notre Dame. It is an attempt to get Richard Chase released from a U.S. Army stockade, and to improve the "human stockade conditions." Richard Chase is an Army private at Fort Hood, Texas. On December 20, 1969, he was convicted for refusing to participate in riot control training. He was given a dishonorable discharge and sentenced to two years at hard labor. The Federal District Court has dismissed the case, but there is an appeal pending in the Federal Circuit Court. Chase's lawyers have declared an intention to pursue the case to the Supreme Court if necessary. They also plan to present the case before the Military Board of Review.

However, the Defense Committee feels that the efforts of Chase's lawyers are not enough. They are appealing for public support, since they consider this an issue affecting every American's basic rights. The committee states that "it is through the use of riot control that GIs are used to suppress people fighting for basic human rights just as they are used for that same purpose in Vietnam". The Chase supporters claim that GIs are used as a deterrent to blacks, students, and any group opposing the war in Vietnam. Fort Hood troops were used in Chicago in 1968 after Martin Luther King's assassination and during the Democratic National Convention. According to the Defense Committee's circulated statement, "as more and more people become angered with the direction in which the U.S. is heading, GIs will be used more and more to suppress them."

Chase stated that he refused to take part in any activities that would be used to "crush movements that he supported". Three months before his courtmartial, he became one of the first enlisted men in anti-Vietnam War and enlisted men's rights movements. He also wrote for the Fatigue Press, the Fort Hood underground paper. Chase's supporters state two reasons why charges should be dropped against him. First, they claim that the Uniform Code of Military Justice—"which only requires a hearing to be held where a soldier is arrested—"is a mockery of justice." Second, the defense was denied permission to subpoena witnesses to testify about riot control. Included in this list of witnesses denied by Lt. Col. Hagen were Ronnie Davis and Bobby Seale. An investigation is also being demanded of Chase's pre-trial confinement. He was placed in solitary confinement for thirty-one days and reportedly was inflected with four beatings during this period.

Chase stated that he refused to sign the petition, write to their Senator or Congressman, and to form a local committee.
President of and for the University

The Chancellor - President System

This is the fourth in a six part series in which members of the Nurtie President Committee expound their views on why the first three changes should be made in the existing structure of the university. -ed.

Chancellor-President Structure: How it should work

For this reason students and faculty have proposed changing the name into a Chancellor-President structure, thus giving the internal affairs of the university the equal representation and attention they deserve. The problem is that Father Hebron has outlined his unfeigned, but that his responsibilities as he sees them no longer correspond to the job of the university president--namely, the supervision and progress of the internal affairs of the campus itself. The office of the President is independent of the Chancellor-Presidential structure, thus giving the jurisdiction only to settle academic complaints, but in many of the other issues, the Chancellor-Presidential structure is responsible to him, but in the other (Michigan State, for instance) his office is independent of the president and hence not subject to the jurisdiction of the chancellor.

Two different poetry readings at 8 and 10 display a wide range of styles that includes everything from corner to a modern epic. The next feature, at 8:45, will be a lecture and performance of original music by Professor Monte Floyd, composer and conductor, from the SMC music department. Mr. Floyd will discuss his own stylistic development. He does two of his: a Piano Quintet (piano and string quartet), written in 1964, a Piano Quartet (1966), a Theme and Variations for the Piano (1966), and two recent works, a Concert for Two Pianos and Orchestra (1969-70). Mr. Floyd's book, which will be on the works of European composers Bartok and Hindemith and the American composer Carter, and discuss their influence on his growth as an artist.

Pamela Floyd comes from a highly musical family. Her most popular complaint is that the duties of each officer are not clearly defined. The office of the President, thus conceived, overlaps into the realm of what is now the concern of the Dean of Students or some Vice-President for the campus. At Indiana University, which has one general Chancellor and has one each for each campus, the faculty complains of duplications in administrative red tape and functions. And there is the danger that a president selected or nominated by the Chancellor will be only a mouthpiece for those who put him in office.

Other universities have established the office of Ombudsman (literally: "private man") to investigate all university services of internal affairs, but usually only with power to notify and recommend in matters of student and campus policy. At schools like Berkeley, the Ombudsman has jurisdiction only to settle academic complaints, but in many of the other 20 or so schools which have Ombudsman's powers have grown from approximately equal to the Dean of Students to a much larger and dynamic office. At San Jose State the Ombudsman is appointed by the President and is responsible to him, but in other schools (Michigan State, for instance) his office is independent of the president and hence not subject to the jurisdiction of the chancellor.

The final two events on Monday night will focus on modern dance. DeVeigher, a former dancer, will present two numbers, one of which is the "West Side Story" solo and the other from "Cabinat." Miss DeVeigher, an SMC senior, has been involved in modern and classical dance. She danced in several musicals, and at the University of Wisconsin. Miss DeVeigher selected the Internal President and hence not subject to the Board of Trustees. His jurisdiction would be the internal affairs of the university, and he would presumably be liberated from external demands. The president or, or superior in authority to the President, but free from the responsibilities of running the university, could devote his time to the external demands now made on Father Horgan.

A presentation by the newly-formed "Theatre Group" will end Tuesday's activities. The group is primarily interested in the so-called "avant-garde" or "avant-extreme" functions of the university. Thus defined, the jobs could be adequately handled by two men, instead of one half accomplished by one overworkred President.

Poetry, music, dance offered in 'mixed bag'

by Dan O'Donnell

"Festival Mixed Bag," the University Arts Council's festival of student art work offers poetry, music and dance on today's bill.

Tickets for:

PRESIDENTIAL DINNER

COMMUNION BREAKFAST

SATURDAY LUNCHEON

Also: "Fifth Dimension" Concert Tickets

ANYONE INTERESTED IN RUNNING FOR SBP OR SBVP MUST PICK UP A NOMINATION FORM IN THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE

THE FORM MUST BE RETURNED BY 5P.M. TUESDAY, MARCH 3rd.

CAMPAIGN BEGINS 6:00 P.M. TUESDAY, MARCH 3rd.
By Don Kennedy

Sports Observer Writer

Lefty Smith's boys swept a pair of thrillers this past weekend from the Tigers of Colorado College, coming from behind on both goals scored by Colorado to win the Irish record now stands at 19-8-1. Both Irish goals were scored by Phil Wittloff and Colorado's Brian Balduccia traded scores in the first period. Phil with a goal in the second. Both Colorado goals by Cliff Purpur and a power play tally by Mike Bertuch put the Tigers two goals ahead with only minutes of action left. With momentum going the Tigers' way, it appeared the Irish were heading for a split in the series. But a Kevin Home goal at 10:57 reversed the tide of momentum and the Irish were on their way. Paul Regan, with the Irish short handed, did one under Schum to tie the score at four all at 13:04. Both teams settled down for six minutes of fast paced skating, filled with opportunities for both teams to break the game open with a score. But just when it seemed the game was headed for a ten minute overtime period,defender O'Neil, who had an excellent series, checked an outstanding Tiger wing and hit John Noble with a clean pass giving the Irish a two-on-one break with barely fifteen seconds left. Noble faked right and slid a perfect pass to teammate Paul Regan who skated unim­ posed to best Schum in the upper left hand corner with only eleven seconds showing to give the Irish their eleventh victory in the last fourteen games.

The Falcons of the Air Force Academy fly in for a two-game set next weekend to close out the 69-70 edition of ND hockey. The Irish split two with the Cadets when they met over semester break in Colorado.

McAuliffe sweeps key wins

When your key man is injured, it seldom helps you to win the match, but the Notre Dame track team got a break past Saturday and defeated Miami of Ohio, 77-62.

When the word that Irish long jumper Mike McMann would not compete due to an injured ankle got around the visiting Flyers, it seemed, however, that a battle for possession of the penalty box, a total of 38 minutes in violations were doled out over the neat 60 minutes of play. Some were not satisfied with only one trip to the sin-bin. CC's Yutsk visited on three different occasions, while Colorado's Rob Winograd and ND's Paul Regan stopped by twice.

After O'Connor's second marker of the game it made it 3-1 for Colorado, Kevin Home (on a 5-on-4 play) scored the second Irish goal at 14:38 of the period. Irish quarterback Mark Strock scored the knot at three apiece with a slap shot that bounced off Colorado defensemen Bill Allen past the Tigers' bewildered Doug Schum.

The third period was all Irish (actually it was all John Noble). Noble picked up the latest wraping three tallies around the one Colorado score by Jim Ahl­ bert.) Noble clicked on a power play goal at .09 of the period, taking a pass from Kevin Home and beating Schum easily. A quick wrist shot at 5:48 put the Irish up by two, but only spectacular goaltending on the part of goalie Doug Tom­ ana kept Colorado from scoring the score. With Colorado pulling Puck, Noble picked up the hot shot tape in the wintying minutes of the game. Noble, took a nifty wraping pass from defender O'Neil, and lifted a forty-four footer into the empty cage.

Saturday night was almost a perfect night the Irish staged their comeback late in the third period. Penalty shots again came up for action, as the referee handed out 34 minutes in assessments to both squads overall.

ND's Phil Wittloff and Colorado's Bill Baldrica traded scores in the first period. Phil with a goal in the second. But Colorado goals by Cliff Purpur and a power play tally by Mike Bertuch put the Tigers two goals ahead with only minutes of action left. With momentum going the Tigers' way, it appeared the Irish were heading for a split in the series. But a Kevin Home goal at 10:57 reversed the tide of momentum and the Irish were on their way. Paul Regan, with the Irish short handed, did one under Schum to tie the score at four all at 13:04. Both teams settled down for six minutes of fast paced skating, filled with opportunities for both teams to break the game open with a score. But just when it seemed the game was headed for a ten minute overtime period,defender O'Neil, who had an excellent series, checked an outstanding Tiger wing and hit John Noble with a clean pass giving the Irish a two-on-one

Outstanding performances by Phil Gustafson, Jim Hanan, and Bob Habig paved the way to the third place finish for the Notre Dame wrestling team in the first National Catholic Invitational Wrestling Tournament held this past weekend at John Carroll College in Cleveland, Ohio.

Host school John Carroll took top honors in the tournament, scoring 78 points to runner-up Notre Dame's 62 points in placing third.

Gustafson, Hansen, and Habig all starred for the Irish, winning individual titles in their respective weight classes. Gustafson captured the heavyweight crown, Hansen was first in the 158 pound class, and Habig took the title in the 150 pound division.

Gustafson, who boasts a record of 13-6-3 this season, continued to dominate his opponents, easily sweeping three matches to capture the heavyweight title. Gustafson registered a pin, a 13-6 major decision in the semifinal bout, and a 13-6 third place finish for the Notre Dame wrestling team in the first

Cincy blasts tankers

The tank squad closed out its dual meet season with a 7-7 record, as Cincinnati defeated the Irish 78-35 Saturday at Rochester's OSU.

Freshmen John Sheri and Gene Krahtach dominated ND's scoring. Sheri wrecked the 500 and 1000 freestyle, and Krahtach taking first in the 50 free and placing second in the 100. Krahtach's 22.1 in the 50 was a varsity record, erasing his previous 22.2, set against Kent State and Marshall Feb. 6.

Other records were secured by Mike McDonough in the 200 freestyle, Ken Ryan (1:03.4) in the 200 yard back, and John Cox, Nick Schramm, and manager Bill Fehey participated in their last home meet at Notre Dame, and received pre-game recogni-

Fencers take three

A decisive (5-0) shutout win by Rich Deladier in the last match of the day gave the Irish fencers hard-fought 14-13 victory over Wisconsin Saturday in the ACC. The Irish fencer's win, in the end, after the Irish had squandered a 13-10 lead, and Wisconsin had knocked the match at 13-13. The Sabre squad edged the Badgers 5-4 as Doug Daher went 3-0. Foul also came through 5-4 led by Glen and Mike Cowen who were both 2-1 Wisconsin. The Irish won the last 5-4 edge in epee with only Rich Deladier coming away with a winning score for the Irish.

The Irish had an easier time of it against Illinois winning 17-10 and likewise against Tri-State as they crushed the Tri-State Sabers. Against the Illinois, Irish regulars notched a quick 14 wins and substitutes took it from there. Doug Daher again was 3-0 in saber, Rich Daladier was 2-0 in epee, and Mike Cowen was 2-0 in foil. Against Tri-

State everyone fenced once to give the Notre Dame fencing team their 15th win.

The Irish wish to break a streak from their last meet to participate in the Great Lakes Invitational in Detroit before concluding their schedule the following weekend in Cleveland and Buffalo.

Shooting down Morgan State

Notre Dame's Sorin Rifeleine, led by William Elliott and Bob Orthia, were undefeated through eight matches by outstanding Morgana State, 134 to 148 against 640. Elliott and Riffett fired scores of 280 and 277. The match, was led by Bill Wimbush's 201. In fairness to the Morgan State Squad, it is necessary to point out that some of their top shooters were declared ineligible because of academic reasons.

The Irish Team will be idle until next week when they travel to Roosevelt, Missouri to part in the third annual West Indoor Camp Perry Matches. Coach O'Neil is still looking for shooters and anyone is welcome to try out for the team. If you are interested call 283-6315 between 1 and 5 daily. St. Mary's students invited also.

IN INTERESTED IN WORKING ATTR ACTIONS TO THE OBSERVER?

A WORKSHOP WILL BE HELD FOR ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN NEWS AND FEATURE WRITING, TOPICS WHICH WILL BE COVERED INCLUDE:

- STRUCTURE OF A NEWS STORY
- INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUE
- THE ROLE OF INTERPRETATION IN A NEWS STORY
- THE QUESTION OF OBJECTIVITY

JUNIORS: Last week for Senior Portraits
For Appointment Call 3816 or come to 2-C
LaFortune

ALUMNI CLUB
HAPPY HOUR
6:30 - 7:30
Everyday

SCHLITZ $ .15
PITCHERS $ .75
A DIME OFF ALL MIXED DRINKS

DATES: Mon. - March 2
Wed. - March 5
TIME: 7:30 - 9:00
PLACE: 356 O'Shaughnessy
Call 1715 for information
Rebounding, shooting key factors in Irish loss

by Terry Shields
Observer Sports Writer

There must be something about playing Notre Dame, no matter what the sport, that brings out the best in a team. Last Saturday the Dayton Flyers played their best game of the season as they whipped the Irish 95-79. The packed house of 13,450 went absolutely wild at the close of the game and that was only a preview of the celebration made by the students outside of the new arena.

The game began with ND taking the initial lead but that was the only time all night that UD fell behind. Dayton built their lead up to as much as 16 pts. during the first half. They did this mainly on the strength of Kenny May's outside shooting and George Janky's rebounding. At the half May had 18 pts. (26 for the game) and Janky had 10 rebounds and 15 pts. (22 rds. and 25 for the game). UD led 49-38 at intermission and ND was lucky to be that close. Pat Murnen, a 6' 5" guard, did an excellent job of defending Austin Carr. He held Carr to 12 pts. and more important a margin of 4.12 from the field.

The Flyers outshot ND at the half, 52.7% to 37.5% and outrebounded them by a 33-16 margin. The consistent play of Collins Jones kept the Irish in the contest and a brief moment of brilliance by the entire squad before the end of the period brought the Irish to within 11. Captain Carr got hot as the second stanza began and he exploded for 17 pts. in the first nine minutes to bring the Irish to within one point. It was here that the turn point of the game arose. ND had cooled off May and they were beginning to hold their own on the boards. Jim Gottschall then hit 4 hoops in 4 minutes and the "psyched up" crowd went berserk.

Irish attempts became more futile from this point and the defense couldn't get the ball to Carr. Although Austin had 31 pts. he shot probably his poorest percentage of the year (40%). Carr and Jones outscored Dayton's two high men, Janky and May by a 55-51 count. The difference came in Gottschall's 16 pts.

Another big factor was the team rebounding. The Flyers managed to jump off their Tan surface floor high enough to outrebound ND 60-45. No one has handled the Irish like that since UCLA. UD also out shot ND, 44.3% to 40%.

The Irish showed a definite lack of bench strength in this game. It seemed that no one could spark the team when it needed help most. Of course Mike O'Connor's ankle sprain kept him out of action and he may have been able to get the ball to Austin.

This loss can be viewed in two ways. First, the loss takes away a great deal from the excellent momentum that the Irish had built over the last nine games. There is a bright way of looking at the situation, also. Perhaps the Irish got that "bad game" out of their system and they might be ready to play the grade of ball that they are capable of playing. They can forget about this game and look forward to meeting Ohio U. with a definite positive attitude.

Austin Carr (shown against West Virginia) had a poor shooting night, but still led the Irish against Dayton with 31 points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FG</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>Rbds</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FG</td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Rbds</td>
<td>Pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Jones</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>12 24 Ken May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Simot</td>
<td>4-13</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>7 9 George Janky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid Catlett</td>
<td>2-9</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>11 4 George Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Carr</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>4 31 Pat Murnen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Mehan</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>1 4 Tom Crosswhite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Zitniewski</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>5 4 Steve Turnwald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Hinga</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>4 0 Jack Kehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Gallagher</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0 0 Jerry Gottschall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>30-75</td>
<td>19-28</td>
<td>44 79 George Schoelern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-29</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>12 26 John Gallagher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shooting:
Dayton 35 of 79 for 44 per cent; Notre Dame 30 of 75 for 40 per cent.

YOUR STORE...

Campus Shop

A sure sign of spring...

Jantzen KNIT SHIRTS ARE HERE

Knits are new, and nobody makes knits like Jantzen! We now have the finest selection of the latest for spring/summer '70. In different collar styles and a wide variety of stripes and colorings.

We also have the '70 collection of Jantzen swim trunks

BUY NOW...PAY NEXT SUMMER

PAY ONE THIRD PAY ONE THIRD PAY ONE THIRD
in June * in July * in August

No interest or carrying charge

Your account is already open...no red tape
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